
Questions About the New SAT? 
 
1. Will you accept both the old SAT and new SAT? 
 
Yes, we will accept either the old SAT or new SAT. 
 
2. Will you super score the new SAT? 
 
We superscore like tests (old and old or new and new), but we will not superscore old test 
scores and new test scores.  
 
3. How will I know how my new SAT scores compare to the old SAT? 
 
To view how your new SAT score compares to the old SAT go to the converter table 
provided by the College Board 
http://blog.prepscholar.com/new-sat-conversion-chart-old-2400-to-new-1600.  We do not use 
the writing portion of the old SAT in decision making or scholarship consideration. 
 
4. If I have taken both the new and old test, should I submit both scores to you? 
 
Yes. If you have taken both the new and old test, we recommend you submit both to us. We 
will superscore within each test and evaluate you based on your highest score. 
 
5. Do you accept either the SAT or ACT? 
 
Yes, we accept either the SAT or ACT. ACT is making no changes to their test or scoring. 
 
6. How long will it take for you to receive my SAT  or ACT scores? 
 
According to the College  Board, we will receive new SAT scores approximately 3 weeks 
from the test date. ACT scores will still be expected to arrive 10 days after the test date. 
7. Will the new SAT be evaluated differently in the admission process? 
No. The new and old SAT tests are different assessments, but the College Board has 
provided tools that allow us to compare both tests and use them to benefit the student.  
Other questions or concerns?  Contact us by calling 434/544/8300 or email at 
admissions@lynchburg.edu and we will provide additional information for you.  
 


